
Market Corner

Equities across Asia declined Monday as strong US jobs data quelled hopes for a less hawkish Fed, while China traders
returning from holiday added to the selling pressure.
The MSCI Asia Pacific Index declined as much as 1.2%, falling to its lowest in a week. Consumer discretionary and
financials were the biggest drag. China’s CSI 300 headed for its lowest close since April 2020 as bleak consumption data
and lockdown fears gripped traders as markets reopened after a week-long break.
Benchmarks in Hong Kong and Australia were among the worst decliners in the region after the US unemployment rate
unexpectedly returned to a historic low, bolstering the case for another 75 basis point hike by the Fed. Japan, South
Korea, Malaysia and Taiwan markets were closed for a holiday.
The data and comments from Fed officials recently are “throwing cold water on the idea of a Fed pivot,” Nomura
strategists including Chetan Seth wrote in a note.
While a much-softer-than-expected US CPI reading this week may lead to a stock rally, “it will likely not last as the
market -- and the Fed -- will want to see a series of low monthly inflation readings before expecting a definite pause,”
they added.

US equities tumbled deeper into the red Friday as payrolls data dashed hopes of a cooling labor market and Federal
Reserve officials reinforced their view that more aggressive interest rate hikes are coming.
The S&P 500 Index was down 2.7% as of 2:00 p.m. in New York, with ten of 11 major industry groups declining, led by
the information technology and consumer discretionary sectors. Only energy remained in the green as investors poured
money into oil stocks. Microsoft Corp., Apple Inc. and Amazon.com Inc. were the biggest drags on the benchmark. The
tech-heavy Nasdaq 100 Index sank 3.7%, while the blue-chip Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 2%.
The Fed needs to see fewer job openings and more job seekers in its fight to tame inflation, but Friday’s jobs report
showed the opposite.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 29 296,79 -2,11%

S&P 500 3 639,66    -2,80%

Nasdaq 10 652,40 -3,80%

Eurostoxx 50 3 375,46    -1,69%

FTSE 100 6 991,09    -0,09%

CAC 40 5 866,94    -1,17%

DAX 12 273,00 -1,59%

SMI 10 308,57 -0,79%

Nikkei 27 116,11 -0,71%

Hang Seng 17 235,78 -2,84%

CSI 300 3 743,61    -1,61%

VIX Index 31,36         2,75%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 3,8814 0,00%

EUR 10Y 2,1870 -0,32%

Swiss 10Y 1,3780 -1,36%

UK 10Y 4,24 1,66%



Crypto Corner

The crypto management carousel just keeps on spinning.
The latest in a spate of C-suite departures in the sector comes from nonfungible token marketplace OpenSea,
where Brian Roberts has exited from the role of chief financial officer after less than a year in the job.
Roberts, who joined the NFT platform in December after seven years at ride-sharing firm Lyft Inc., said in a
LinkedIn post he’ll be an adviser to OpenSea.
“I remain incredibly bullish on web3 and especially OpenSea,” Roberts said in the post. Web3 is a vision of a decentralized
internet built around blockchains.
The digital-asset sector has shed $2 trillion in value since a November 2021 peak, crushed by tightening monetary policy
and blowups at crypto firms. Trading volumes for NFTs -- digital art and other collectibles recorded on blockchains -- have
also sunk. OpenSea announced major job cuts in July.
The shakeout in the crypto sector is also buffeting senior management: for instance, the co-founders of bankrupt crypto
lender Celsius Network LLC recently left their positions and the chief executive officer of digital-asset exchange
Kraken stepped down.
The changing of the guard in the roughly decade-old industry is stoking questions about what kind of crypto sector will
emerge from this year’s rout.

Crypto Market Cap: $941B 24h Vol: $33,6B Dominance: BTC: 39,6% ETH:17,2%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 19 416,86 -0,35%

Ethereum 1 317,25    -0,29%

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Gold extended a decline in Asia after plunging below the $1,700 an ounce mark last week, as strong US jobs
data intensified concerns that the Federal Reserve will be more aggressive with interest-rate hikes.
The precious metal last week had its largest weekly gain since July. It had been set for a stronger advance before US data
showing initial jobless claims rising more than forecast reduced appetite for the haven asset.

Spot gold declined 0.4% to $1,688.54 an ounce as of 12:21 p.m. in Singapore, after finishing last week up 2.1%. The
Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index was steady. Silver, palladium and platinum fell.

Oil fell as risks to demand from a global slowdown halted a powerful rally triggered by OPEC+’s decision to defy the US
by cutting supply.
West Texas Intermediate dropped toward $92 a barrel on fears the Federal Reserve will have to go on hiking rates to
quell inflation, ending a week-long, 17% rally that came as the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies
including Moscow cut output. In Asia, China’s markets reopened amid concern about persistent Covid-Zero curbs before
a key government summit.
Oil along with other commodities and risk assets including equities remain pressured by the slowdown concerns, with
crude giving up all of the gains triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. While the move by OPEC+ to reduce
output drew a rebuke from the US, a slew of leading banks said it was a positive sign for prices heading into the year-end.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 685,27 -0,56%

Silver 19,70       -2,16%

Platinium 909,13     -0,84%

Palladium 2 178,77 -0,73%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 92,10         -0,58%

Brent Crude 97,35         -0,58%

Nat Gas (HH) 6,69            -0,80%

Nickel 22 366,00 -1,35%

Copper 339,65       0,30%

Corn 688,75       0,80%

Wheat 905,50       2,87%

Soybean 1 391,25    1,77%

Coffee 218,10       0,18%

Cotton 84,16         -0,08%

Sugar 18,68         1,19%



FX Corner

EUR/USD remains under pressure below 0.9750, in the face of risk-aversion and broad US dollar rebound in early European
hours. Investors remain cautious amid fresh Russia-Ukraine tensions, China's growth worries and ahead of key US events.

GBP/USD is rebounding towards 1.1100 after BOE announced measures to support the market functioning. The US dollar
holds the renewed upside amid risk-aversion triggered by Russia-Ukraine tensions. Thinner liquidity to extend due to the
US holiday.

USD/JPY remains mildly bid around fortnight high, up for the fourth consecutive day. RSI conditions challenge bulls but
sustained break of 12-day-old resistance signals further upside. Two-month-old ascending trend line restricts short-term
downside, 100-SMA appears immediate support.

AUD/USD is turning south once again to test 0.6300, having run into resistance near 0.6380. Risk sentiment remains fragile
amid China worries, Russia-Ukraine geopolitical tensions and pre-US inflation anxiety.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 0,9727 -0,17%

EURCHF 0,9674 0,12%

EURGBP 0,8782 0,04%

EURJPY 141,41 0,13%

USDCHF 0,9946 -0,02%

USDJPY 145,37 -0,08%

USDCAD 1,3749 -0,07%

USDTRY 18,58 -0,03%

GBPUSD 1,1076 -0,09%

AUDUSD 0,6320 -0,86%

NZDUSD 0,5587 -0,43%



Event Corner

Disclaimer: "This information, including any opinion, news and reports is based on publicly available source, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed and may be subject to
change without notice. BankMed (Suisse) does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of such information. Neither the information
provided nor any opinion expressed therein, constitutes a solicitation, offer, personal recommendation or advice. BankMed (Suisse) is not acting as an adviser to you and
you are free to rely or not on such information at your own risk. Certain transactions involving securities give rise to substantial risks, including currency and volatility risk,
and are not suitable for all investors."
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